EXIT QUIZ
1-How many months must you have a permit to get a license?
2-How many hours must you drive with parents before you can call to schedule a drive with Wright
Driving?
3-Who can you drive with on a permit
4-When you receive your license, how many months do you need to drive by yourself and without
anyone else in vehicle.
5-What is an exception to the law stated in question # 4
6-When driving with Wright Driving where will you be picked up and dropped off.
7-When driving and making a right turn at an intersection on a red light what are the 3 yields before you
go.
8-Who has the right of way at a 4 way stop.
9-List two things you learned from the organ donor presentation
10-List two things you learned from the highway patrol officer.
11-How many hours must you drive on your permit and how many of these are at night?
12-Explain what is meant by the do or die line.
13-Explain a 3 point turn.
14-Explain what smog means.
15-Explain correct procedure for parallel parking.
16-Explain correct procedure for exiting a church parking lot.
17-Explain what you must do when you see an accident or are involved in an accident.
18- What is the fine for texting and driving?
19-After your third drive with Wright Driving what will you do next to get a license.
20-What must you take to the DLD to get a license.
21-Explain the kevin tennel video. What did you learn?
22-Explain what the meaning is for a Diamond Shaped sign, also a Rectangular shaped sign?
23-How many drives and observations must you do with Wright Driving
24-What is the major reason teens get into crashes.
25-List five addition things you learned from taking this class.

Thanks BE Careful and Safe

